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WELCOME
Dear MA Design student,
thank you for your commitment.
The MA Design is an addition to our Department’s four BA programmes. It is a full-time two
year programme, and a challenging one which makes significant demands of its students in both
design terms and critical-analytical terms.
The programme focuses around three strands; design team, individual project and critical
theory; encompassing workshops, seminars, one-to-one tutorials, and input by guest lecturers
and speakers. These intensive and critical experiences are designed to encourage the growth of
a vibrant design community which will help focus each student’s efforts on developing her/his
unique and distinctive vision.
The programme offers access to IAA’s facilities and affiliations, providing a platform to further
your design ideas and deepen your critical interests.
On behalf of faculty and staff,
with best wishes,
Dóra Ísleifsdóttir
Professor
Programme Director of MA Design
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MANIFESTO
We are polymaths and design specialists. Therefore we act as leaders, as well as individual thinkers.
We see what is and imagine the possibilities.
We are diverse and we nurture diversity, for it is fundamental to creation, life and wellness for all.
We are part of a whole, but are able to see patterns within. We can manage those patterns and artfully
manipulate them, with compassion and care and respect for relationships, into comprehensive
thoughtful projects.
We think large and small, on a relative and sliding scale, exerting fact and fiction and bringing
together the sensible, wonder and fuzzy logic.
We are in the immediate present, designing your future and our own,
we are aware of the past but are not bound by it.
We are metamodern metadesigners. We are mindful agents of change.
Terminology:
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metamodernism
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaxy
metamodernism.com
metamodernism.org
metadesigners.org
aeonmagazine.com/world-views/anyone-can-learn-to-be-a-polymath
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DEPARTMENT OVERVIEW
The role of designers and architects is to create change for good – to increase quality, tangible and
intangible. The practical characteristics of design, aesthetic and ideology can have a wide-ranging
effect on the environment and on society as they are encountered every day and often in the life of
each human being. Design and architecture are not products but a methodology, building in equal
measure on research, logic, position, aesthetic, insight and imagination.
Objectives:
The aim of the Department of Design and Architecture is to:
• Offer ambitious teaching and learning environment
• Develop a community of learning consisting of tutors and students
• Develop interdisciplinary collaborative processes in design
• Work toward sustainability
• Build up research culture that supports common creation of knowledge
• Engage with contemporary challenges in society using the methodology of design
• Promote the culture of design as a moving force in society
• Encourage constructive change in society

Studying design and architecture
Four programmes are offered at BA level and one programme at MA level at the Department of
Design and Architecture. The programmes at BA level are architecture, visual communication,
fashion design and product design.

Profile and objectives of the MA Design masters programme
The MA Programme in Design creates a platform to deepen knowledge and enhance competence
to undertake complex design projects concerning the pressing issues of our times. Emphasis is
placed on the integration of ingenuity and aesthetics, technology, science and ethics for the creation
of tangible and intangible values, and on tackling unusual circumstances in light of the smallness
of Icelandic society, with the aim of shaping solutions that may be of use to a bigger whole. The
Programme creates a platform for students to develop methodologies and processes to implement
ideas where the effects of design increase quality of life. Students are trained in independent and
critical working methods in a research-related programme where they project design thinking onto
real challenges in society.

The MA Design masters programme places particular emphasis on
Collaboration Developing collaborative processes and integration of design, technology and
science in collaboration with the business community, universities, institutions and other groups
in society.
Society Effecting positive change on society by using the methodology of design to increase quality
of life, efficiency and create value.
Sustainability Researching and developing sustainability by using the methodology of design and
thereby promoting improved coexistence of humans and nature.
Research Promoting increased knowledge creation and dialogue on design.
Please refer to IAA’s website for more information regarding the Academy‘s culture, rules and
services: lhi.is/english
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FACULTY & STAFF, DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

Sigrún Birgisdóttir

Hafdís Harðardóttir

Hreinn Bernharðsson

Dean

Department Co-ordinator

Service Co-ordinator

sigrunbirgis@lhi.is

hafdis@lhi.is, S: 545 2221

hreinnb@lhi.is, S: 545 2202

ARCHITECTURE

Steinþór Kári Kárason

Massimo Santinacchia

Prof. & Programme Director

Assistant Professor

steinthork@lhi.is

massimo@lhi.is

FASHION

Katrín Káradóttir

Linda B. Árnadóttir

Adjunct & Programme Director

Assistant Professor

katak@lhi.is

linda@lhi.is
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VISUAL COMMUNICATION

Birna Geirfinnsdóttir

Guðmundur Oddur Magnússon

Lóa Auðunsdóttir

Assist. Prof. & Progr. Director

Professor

Adjunct

birnageirfinns@lhi.is

goddur@lhi.is

loaauduns@lhi.is

Garðar Eyjólfsson

Tinna Gunnarsdóttir

Thomas Pausz

Assist. Prof. & Progr. Director

Adjunct

Adjunct

gardareyjolfsson@lhi.is

tinnag@lhi.is

thomaspausz@lhi.is

PRODUCT DESIGN

MA DESIGN

Dóra Ísleifsdóttir
Prof. Visual Communication
& Programme Director
dora@lhi.is
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THEORY

Sigrún Alba SIgurðardóttir

Bryndís Björgvinsdóttir

Jan van Boeckel

Assist. Prof. & Progr. Director

Adjunct & Progr. Director

Adjunct & Progr. Director

sigrunalba@lhi.is

bryndisbj@lhi.is

janvanboeckel@lhi.is

WORKSHOP SUPERVISORS

Jóhann L. Torfason

Eric Wolf

Gulleik Løvskar

Printm. Workshop, Adjunct

Photo & Image Studio, Adjunct

Metal & Wood Works., Adjunct

joi@lhi.is

eric@lhi.is

gulleik@lhi.is

Halldór Arnar Úlfarsson

Helga Pálína Brynjólfsdóttir

Workshop Þverholt, Technician

Textile Workshop, Technician

hau@lhi.is

helgapalina@lhi.is
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OFFICE

Alma Ragnarsdóttir

Helga Soffía Einarsdóttir

Marta Þórðardóttir

Head of International Relations

International Co-ordinator

Director of Communication

alma@lhi.is

helgasoffia@lhi.is

marta@lhi.is

Sigurþór Heimisson

Ágúst Loftsson

Berglind Hanna Jónsdóttir

IT Technician

IT Technician

Library Þverholt

sori@lhi.is

agust@lhi.is

berglindh@lhi.is

IT work request:

IT work request:

verkbeidni@lhi.is

verkbeidni@lhi.is

Tutors and lecturers during the school-year 2013–2014:
lhi.is/english/programmes/ma-programmes/ma-design/tutors-and-lecturers
List of faculty members:
lhi.is/english/info/faculty
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THE ROLE OF ACADEMIC FACULTY
Professional titles
The Iceland Academy of the Arts employs academic faculty and part-time lecturers. Academic
faculty are teachers appointed in accordance with regulations on the appointment of academic
teachers, who have been deemed qualified by a special committee, i.e. Professors and Assistant
Professors. Adjuncts are appointed directly by the Rector in consultation with the relevant Dean
to carry out specific projects within a Department. Deans of Departments supervise and make
recommendations to the Rector on the hiring of part-time lecturers.
Programme Directors supervise academic programmes. They can be either Professors, Assistant
Professors or Adjuncts.
Academic Directors plan and supervise theory studies within their departments. They can be
Professors, Assistant Professors or Adjuncts.
The particulars of academic faculty’s work are defined in his/her employment contract. The
work of Professors and Assistant Professors consists of three integrated components: teaching,
administration and research/development, while the work of Adjuncts can be composed of one,
two or all of those components.

Teaching classification
Teaching at the Iceland Academy of the Arts is divided into five different categories, depending on
content, arrangement and the contribution of teachers and students:
•
•
•
•
•

Lectures
Academic classes
Seminars / Discussions
Workshops / Studio – art creation/art interpretation
Technique / Training

Lectures are based on the teacher’s independent contribution, which he/she presents as text, slides,
pictures, musical examples or some other prepared form. Lectures are kept as documentation, are
traceable and can be repeated.

Specification of work components
Teaching
Teaching at the Iceland Academy of the Arts takes place in accordance with the following: policy,
values and objectives of the school, the curriculum and the standards of individual departments
and programmes, regulations concerning the planning of programmes, study progress and
assessment and other rules and standards set for teaching at any given time.
Teaching is made up of one-to-one tutorials and specific courses managed by course supervisors.
Supervisors / tutors provide course descriptions and are responsible for ensuring that teaching
is in accordance with those descriptions. They deliver assessments and grades as objectively as
possible and are prepared to elaborate on those.
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Teaching incorporates the preparation of teaching materials, the setting of exams and projects,
assessment, the recording of grades, preparation of study plans and registration of attendance.
Teachers arrange for specialists and other guests to teach courses when necessary.

Administration:
Only individuals appointed for that purpose through a defined job ratio or directly by management
to conduct specific projects in accordance with the laws and regulations of the school are engaged
in the Academy´s administration. Administrative responsibility is subject to the charter and rules
of the Academy, its human resources policy and general rules and standards on conduct and good
working practices.

a) Administration by academic faculty:
Academic faculty who hold administrative responsibilities engage in work designed to shape
their particular departments and the Academy as a whole. They work on preparing the course
catalogue, organising teaching and projects, attend department meetings and other specialised
meetings related to their job, take part in student admissions, supervise special needs students and
collaborate with the Dean on projects relating to the Department and its growth.

b) Administration by Programme Directors:
Programme Directors oversee study programmes in collaboration with the Dean and are, along
with the Dean, responsible for programme development and operations. Programme Directors are
responsible for a variety of tasks, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation of course catalogues and timetables (in English and Icelandic)
Preparation of course descriptions and supervision of study plans
Student admissions
Supervision of students, assessment and follow-up
Follow-up on students’ final projects
Hiring of part-time lecturers and specialists (Icelandic and non-Icelandic)
Collaboration with other schools, institutions and businesses
Coordination and communication with workshops or Technical Services
Quality control (grading supervision, project assessment, student presentations, concerts,
performances, etc.)

Division of the work components may differ depending on the type of work involved and the
number of students in the programme.

Research and development:
The Iceland Academy of the Arts works to expand research and development in line with the
Academy’s role, values and policies. The Academy’s emphasis and regulatory system are currently
being developed. However, the goal is for the Academy to be a forum for artists and academics
with the skills and ambition to undertake research and art creation and for the Academy’s internal
structure to be strengthened to allow it to fulfill its role in this regard.
Academic faculty whose contract stipulates a specific work ratio to be devoted to research and
development shall account for their work in an annual report to the Rector, including a summary
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of the main projects they have engaged in over that period. Academic faculty shall also on request
present an account of their research work or art creation by giving lectures or presentations within
the Academy.

Part-time lecturers
The Academy employs a large number of academic faculty and part-time lecturers for longer or
shorter periods. Part-time lecturers are specialists in different fields and are hired by the Dean
and/or the Programme Director. They are responsible for their own teaching. Their main tasks are
supervising students, recording attendance, planning and executing project work and assessments
in collaboration with the Programme Director and/or Dean. Part-time lecturers have access to the
services and administration of the school while they are employed by the Academy.

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
Content and structure
The Master’s Programme in Design is a full-time two-year course,
120 ECTS, culminating in an MA Degree in Design. Students are expected to complete 30 ECTS
of theoretical and applied courses each semester. Applied courses are divided into the design team,
thematic group workshop and individual projects. Theoretical courses are divided into design and
critical theory, seminars and elective courses.

Teaching
Teaching takes place in the studio, in lectures, in seminars, individual tutorials and during project
reviews under the guidance of instructors who work as professionals within and outside the
Academy, as well as in the IAA workshops. Students gain understanding and experience of the
importance of team work, within the Academy and in larger interdisciplinary collaborative projects.
Students have work facilities in a communal studio for Master’s students in Design. The studio is a
platform for knowledge creation, art creation, collaboration and dissemination. The studio creates
an environment that promotes independent work where creative thought and critical view on the
challenges of the current times is encouraged.
Daily teaching takes place between 08:30–16:40.
From 08:30–12:10, students attend theory courses. Theory courses are five, ten or fifteen week
long. Teaching takes place in the form of lectures, discussions and project work. Students do
research and analytical projects, present their findings in presentations and short lectures and
work with text, e.g. writing essays. MA students can also attend theory courses at BA level as
electives and technical courses at BA level if this is specially requested where such specialised
training is offered to students at BA level.
From 13:00–16:40, students attend studio classes. Teaching is divided into seven to eight week
courses, which are sometimes broken up with shorter workshops. The studio is students’ and
tutors’ working area. All students are allocated with their own working area in the studio and it is
expected that students do their work there. Tutors come to the studio regularly and give guidance
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on projects. The needs of the course dictate the work done in the studio but teaching arrangements
and assessment is explained at the beginning of each course. Courses finish with reviews where
students present their projects and participate in discussion with tutors, external guests and other
students.

Assessment
Assessment is based on students’ progress each term. In the assessment, the entire design
process is reviewed; the gathering of data, research, analysis, project plan, idea development,
dissemination, processing and presentation and how all parts of design are undertaken; from idea
to implementation. Communal reviews and critique of students’ projects take place at the end of
courses, with tutors and external specialists. The assessment looks at the quality and presentation
of projects according to each projects status within the relevant timeframe.

Artistic practice and critical theory
In Design team courses, students take on the urgent challenges of our times. They define projects
and work on proposals that make a positive change to the current condition. In Design team studio,
emphasis is placed on teamwork, where students in their first and second year work together on
the overall goals of a larger thematic project and develop their own or communal project activity, in
specific design sollutions or systemic design.
Individual projects are developed and supported in relation to the department’s specialist expertise
with the guidance of tutors and in relation to Research labs.
In Design and Critical Theory, there is an emphasis on dissemination and to increase students’
understanding, theories and methods which may throw new light on and deepen design processes.
The emphasis is on interdisciplinary thought, cultural and social analysis. Throughout the pro
gramme, there is an emphasis on the synergy between of theoretical courses and design courses.
The theoretical courses are divided into three parts:
• Design and Critical theory
• Academy of the Arts communal Masters students’ seminar
• Elective courses
Through research training, theoretical courses, participation in seminars, individual projects and
team work, students are trained in initiating projects and managing them, actively participating in
collaboration, shouldering responsibility and sharing their competencies, ideas and knowledge in
different circumstances.
Through communal departmental seminars within the IAA, regular discussions take place
between students and tutors, where special emphasis is placed on research in the arts and the
integration of artistic practice and research. In these seminars, emphasis is placed on students
from different art forms working on communal projects.
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1st Year
During the first year, through the courses Design team I, Dealing, and Individual project I and II,
Design team II / Together, students consolidate their research interests in collaboration with their
mentors and experiment with manifestations of their increasing focus through design practice.
Throughout the year, students attend lectures or discussions in workshops on Mondays. Thursdays
are dedicated to individual tutorials, theory courses in the mornings, and regular project reviews.
Tutors may expect attendance in addition to this and students are expected to work in the studio,
unless otherwise engaged by their projects‘ needs. Students inform respective tutors about their
schedule, methods, process and progress regularly, or as requested.

2nd Year
During the second year, students define their research interests in collaboration with their tutors
and lecturers, through Design team III and Individual project III. Their design focus is methodically
informed by theory and disseminated in their thesis and manifested in their design work.
Design work during the second year is firmly based on students‘ research and clearly informed by
relevant relationships, theory, context and ethics.
The work is developed and tested by employing design thinking and metadesign methods, clearly
documented and ref lected upon in one-to-one tutorials and group reviews.
The thesis describes students’ theoretical and conceptual approach to the MA project, critically
ref lecting upon the design process and design outcome.
During the 3rd semester of the MA Programme, students attend lectures or discussions in
workshops on Mondays and are available for individual tutorials on Thursdays, as well as theory
courses and regular project reviews. Tutors may expect attendance in addition, and students
are expected to work in the studio, unless otherwise engaged by their projects‘ needs. During
the 4th semester, students are self-directed in their work, and manage their tutorials, as well as
consultations with relevant local agents, and reader / client. Students inform their respective tutors
about their schedule, methods, process and progress regularly, or as requested.

MA project: Thesis and Design work
The subject of the MA project, is based on students’ own initiative. In the MA project, students’
own interests, feelings and intuition are paramount. They define and structure the project’s design
process in collaboration with their tutors. The project must have social context; local or international.
It must be considered, demonstrate relevant technical abilities, aesthetic understanding and
ethical awareness. The MA project may arise from research and design work developed in students’
Individual projects and/or Design teams.
Research, theory, and context are part of the design process. The design process is always directed
at going beyond what the student knows, creating new knowledge. The work process is documented
and made explicit, along with data collection and ideological context.
The aim is to awaken and mature forces that lie unused or dormant. It is important to develop
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courage, to find and define countercurrents to a project, as well as assessing and taking risks in the
progression of the project.
Students’ work during the 3rd semester culminates in the MA project, which is comprised of:
Thesis and Design work finalised during the 4th semester. The semester concludes with a public
exhibition and a student led seminar and a defence, where students’ work is peer reviewed and they
defend their MA project: Thesis and Design work, before an examination committee of three, an
external examiner and programme directors.
The 4th semester is divided into MA project: Final thesis 4 ECTS, MA project: Design work 20
ECTS and 6 ECTS elective. The MA project: Thesis and Design work is 30 ECTS in total.

Learning outcomes
On completion of their studies, students should be able to:
• Understand theories, ideology, concepts and methods of design and related academic studies in
an international context
• Demonstrate originality in practice, use intuition and imagination in artistic practice/design
• Make independent decisions in the structuring, processing and implementation of projects and
state their case on professional grounds
• Be able to understand and undertake complex projects and develop these in a professional
context
• Be able to make use of their knowledge, understanding and intuition in design and have a
professional approach in their work
• Be able to take initiative on and manage projects, take active part in collaborations, shoulder
responsibility for the effects of projects and disseminate their competencies, ideas and
knowledge to specialists and the general public
• Be able to analyse and assess ethical challenges in the artistic and academic context
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PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
1ST YEAR
1st Semester
Artistic Practice
• Design Team I, 8 ECTS mandatory
• Dealing, 2 ECTS mandatory
• Individual Project I, 10 ECTS mandatory
MA theory
• Artistic Research and Academic procedure, 4 ECTS mandatory
• Design Thinking, 4 ECTS mandatory
• Gender, Arts and Culture, 2 ECTS mandatory
BA theory (elective)
• Art and Identity, 2 ECTS elective (Performing Arts Dep.)
• Icelandic Product Design, 2 ECTS elective (in Icelandic)
• Urban studies, 2 ECTS elective
Total ECTS
30 ECTS mandatory
0–2 ECTS elective

2nd Semester
Artistic Practice
• Individual Project II, 10 ECTS mandatory
• Design team 11 ( /Together BA), 10 ECTS mandatory
MA theory
• Artistic Research Representation, 2 ECTS mandatory
• Design in Iceland, 2 ECTS mandatory
• Human Behaviour Ref lected on Digital Codes, 2 ECTS mandatory
• Perception and Creative Process, 4 ECTS mandatory
BA theory (elective)
• Art and Identity, 2 ECTS elective
• Creative writing, 2 ECTS elective (in Icelandic)
• Type, media, and politics, 2 ECTS elective
Total ECTS
30 ECTS mandatory
0–2 ECTS elective
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2ND YEAR
3rd Semester
Artistic Practice
• Design Team III, 10 ECTS mandatory
• Individual Project III, 10 ECTS mandatory
MA theory
• Design Thinking Process and Methods, 2 ECTS mandatory
• MA Project: Thesis Seminar, 8 ECTS mandatory
MA theory (elective)
• Gender, Arts and Culture, 2 ECTS
BA theory (elective)
• Art and Identity, 2 ECTS elective
• Bíó Paradís (Cinema), 2 ECTS elective
Total ECTS
30 ECTS mandatory
0–2 ECTS elective

4th Semester
Artistic practice
• MA project, 20 ECTS mandatory
MA theory
• Design Analysis MA, 2 ECTS mandatory
• MA project: Final Thesis, 4 ECTS mandatory
MA theory (elective)
• Socially Engaged Art, 4 ECTS elective (in Dept. of Fine Art)
• The Writing Workshop Visual-Language, 4 ECTS elective (in Dept. of Fine Art)
• Human Behaviour Ref lected on Digital Codes, 2 ECTS elective
BA theory (elective)
• Art and Identity, 2 ECTS elective
• Creative Writing, 2 ECTS elective (in Icelandic)
• Type, Media, and Politics, 2 ECTS elective
Total ECTS
26 ECTS mandatory
4 ECTS elective (or as needed)
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Individual Project (I, II & III)
30 ECTS

Design Team (I, II & III)
30 ECTS

MA Project:
Thesis and Design Work
30 ECTS

Design Theory
30 ECTS
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PROGRAMME TIMETABLE

S: STUDIO, T: THEORY
Electives not shown here

1ST YEAR
S

DES. T. I

DEALING DESIGN TEAM I

T

DESIGN THINKING

INDIV. PROJECT

INDIVIDUAL PROJECT II

GENDER, A. & C. II

PERCEPTION AND CREATIVE PROCESS

ARTISTIC RESEARCH & ACADEMIC PROCEDURE

ART. RESEARCH

DESIGN TEAM II: TOGETHER

DESIGN IN ICELAND

HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
2ND YEAR
S

DESIGN TEAM III

T

MA PROJECT: THESIS SEMINAR

INDIVIDUAL PROJECT III

MA PROJECT
MA PRO. FINAL TH.

DESIGN AN. MA

D. T.: PRO. & METHODS
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PROGRAMME SYLLABUS
1ST YEAR

1ST SEMESTER

Artistic Practice
DESIGN TEAM I

8 ECTS

25 August–12 September and 22 September–10 October, 2014
In the Design Team Studio (1st semester, 2nd semester, 3rd semester), students engage with pressing
contemporary issues and together define a project, through analysis and data gathering, and work on
a proposal that transforms the situation positively. The focus of the course is on students developing
the project, making a project plan and implementing ideas and design. The project has to have an
obvious social connection, it needs to be developed, implemented, analysed and reassessed. The
experience of the project process is disseminated and its inf luence broadly assessed. In Design Team
I, the focus is on collaboration. A team of students develops independent or common project parts
and design processes with a systematic vision and final outcome in mind. The project finishes with
an individual report where each student explains the design process (textually and visually), places
it in a wider context: social, cultural, political, artistic and aesthetic. The outcome is then presented
publicly at the end of the 3rd semester (exhibition) and assessed by examiners.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir

DEALING

2 ECTS

15–19 September, 2014
This seminar addresses a chosen topic of concern in society, which is then discussed and explored
in a broad context. The subject matter must be a relevant and complex issue in contemporary society
and be of concern for art and design students. Visiting lecturers contribute to the programme and
issues will be discussed in relation to democracy, media, sustainability, politics, history, aesthetics
etc. allowing for a broad set of questions to be raised and discussed in student led seminars.
Supervisor Guðmundur Oddur Magnússon

INDIVIDUAL PROJECT I

10 ECTS

13 October–12 December, 2014
Individual Project is students’ independent project, on which they work in collaboration and
consultation with the Research lab tutor (Visual Communication, Type and Media, Photographic
Studies, Spatial Analysis). Students choose a subject or propose a subject in collaboration with
the tutor and the Research lab topics, define it and make a research plan. Students can submit a
proposal for a larger research project, divided into project parts stretching across three semesters,
its progress assessed in subsequent courses (Individual Project I, Individual Project II, Individual
Project III), or work on independent projects in each course.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir
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Theory

MA theory, mandatory

ARTISTIC RESEARCH AND ACADEMIC PROCEDURE

4 ECTS

24 September–4 December, 2014
The seminar forms the foundation of studentsʼ theoretical studies at MA level. In the seminar,
research and research methods are discussed with special emphasis on research in the arts and
the integration of artistic practice and research. Academic procedures, copyright, the gathering
of source material, the recording of source material and the writing of academic texts will be
discussed. The seminar is based on lectures, discussions, assignments completed in class and
studentsʼ independent homework.
Supervisor Aðalheiður L. Guðmundsdóttir and others.

DESIGN THINKING

4 ECTS

26 August–31 October, 2014
In this course, we look at design as a force for social change. We discuss pressing contemporary
issues in the context of creative transformation and design process and the aim to improve certain
circumstances in society. Design harnesses the process of creative and critical thought, which
makes it possible to organise information and ideas, make decisions, improve circumstances and
enhance knowledge. We discuss developments in methodology and work processes to implement
ideas. Examples of design projects, in Iceland and abroad, are critically reviewed. There is a focus
on students adopting the design thinking underpinning creative transformation.
Supervisor Massimo Santanicchia

GENDER, ARTS AND CULTURE

2 ECTS

10 November–12 December, 2014
In this course, we look into the meaning of different femininities and masculinities, as well as
queer theory and gender bending. We explore feminist theories, queer theories and theories within
gender studies. How we experience life is largely inf luenced by our prescribed gender and sexual
orientation. But what is normative femininity? What is gender bending? How are we governed by
normative identities in society? What does the perfect body look like?
The reading material is largely based on selected book chapters and articles, as well as recent
research findings. The aim of the course is for students to become familiar with theories in gender
studies and queer studies, as well as feminist theories, and that they are able to use these theories
in their projects.
Supervisor Ásta Jóhannsdóttir
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Theory
ART AND IDENTITY

BA theory, electives
2 ECTS

August 26–October 28, 2014
The arts play a large role in creating both a cultural and national identity. It has been stated that
art is a ref lection of the identity of an individual or a society. This course seeks to answer whether
this is in fact the case and if the arts can and/or should be used to construct or reconstruct a notion
of the individual, society, or nation? During the course, students make two visits to the National
Museum of Iceland and attend lectures in the Department of Performing Arts, the Department
of Music, the Department of Fine Art and the Department of Design and Architecture, which
approach the topic in various ways. Students also attend artistic productions of their own choice
and on which they base their assignments.
Supervisor Magnús Þór Þórbergsson

ÍSLENSK VÖRUHÖNNUNARSAGA
ICELANDIC PRODUCT DESIGN

2 ECTS

13 November–11 December, 2014
Language Icelandic
Fjallað verður um bakgrunn og þróun íslenskrar vöruhönnunar frá fyrri hluta 20. aldar til
samtímans og umfjöllunin sett í samhengi við alþjóðlega strauma og stefnur í hönnun. Skoðuð
eru mörk hefða og nútíma og tilkoma nýrrar tækni og efna. Megináhersla er á þátt vöruhönnunar
í þróun íslensks hönnunarsamfélags þar sem könnuð verður birtingarmynd ímyndar og sérkenna
og tilvísun í menningararf og hefðir. Skyggnst verður inn í hugmyndaheim valdra hönnuða sem
leita nýrra leiða og lausna í samfélagi án hefðbundins iðnaðar og þröngs markaðar. Kynntar
verða nýjar áherslur í vöruhönnun samtímans sem mótast af endurskoðun verðmætamats og
samfélagslegri vitund gegn neysluhyggju og af hugmyndum um bætt umhverfi og betri heim, þar
sem hönnun er nýtt sem af l til breytinga.
Supervisor Elísabet V. Ingvarsdóttir.

URBAN STUDIES

2 ECTS

28 August–30 October, 2014
In this course, several elements are discussed which together play part in creating the organic
whole that is the urban environment. Among these is the development of planning ideas and how
expectations of an urban environment and space change in step with changes society and changing
of the times. Thought is given to how political opinions, finance and the economy inf luence the
urban environment and cultural and environmental inf luences are also discussed. The historical
development of the urban environment and the ideology that the modern city is based on is also
explored. Special attention is given to the Reykjavík urban environment and the development of the
city is reviewed in terms of different theories on the formation of an urban environment.
Supervisor Massimo Santanicchia
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1ST YEAR

2ND SEMESTER

Artistic Practice (studio, semester, theory)
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT II

10 ECTS

12 January–6 March, 2015
Individual Project is students’ independent project on which they work in collaboration and
consultation with the Research lab tutor (Typography and Communication; Visual Language
Analysis; Space Analysis). Students choose a subject or propose a subject in collaboration with the
tutor and the Research lab topics, define it and make a research plan. There is a focus on students
demonstrating independent working methods and an ability to approach their subject in the
Research lab creatively and critically. Students can submit a proposal for a larger research project,
divided into project parts stretching across three semesters, its progress assessed in subsequent
courses (Individual Project I, Individual Project II, Individual Project III) or work on independent
projects in each course.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir

DESIGN TEAM II (/TOGETHER)

10 ECTS

9 March–7 May, 2015
In the Design Team studio (1st semester, 2nd semester, 3rd semester) students engage with
urgent contemporary issues and together define a project, through analysis and data gathering,
and work on a proposal that will transform the situation positively. The focus of the course is on
students developing the project, making a project plan and implementing ideas and design. The
project has to have an obvious social connection, it needs to be developed, implemented, analysed
and reassessed. The experience of the project process is disseminated and its inf luence broadly
assessed. In Design Team II, the focus is on collaboration. A team of students develops independent
or common project parts and design processes with a systematic vision and final outcome in mind.
The project finishes with an individual report where each student explains the design process
(textually and visually), places it in a wider context: social, cultural, political, artistic and aesthetic.
The outcome is then presented publicly at the end of the 3rd semester (exhibition) and assessed by
examiners.
Supervisor Massimo Santanicchia
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Theory

MA theory, mandatory

DESIGN IN ICELAND

2 ECTS

23 February–27 March, 2015
This course is about how basic ideas in the history of ideology come ashore as driftwood – here
like everywhere else. Ideas like the Renaissance, the Baroque, Romanticism, Realism, Modernism,
Post-modernism etc. Design thinking as we know it today is a relatively young concept in Iceland.
The term for design in the Icelandic vocabulary, „hönnun“, did not exist until the early sixties.
Of course, there were forerunners in the applied arts that go all the way back to the settlement.
The formation of towns and a city with suburbs did not really happen until the 20th century and
design follows industrialisation and lifestyle marketing. The roots of design lie deep in the making
of books and Icelanders were quick to adopt industrial techniques in printing. Graphic design is
probably the oldest design discipline in Iceland and product design the youngest.
Supervisor Guðmundur Oddur Magnússon

HUMAN BEHAVIOUR REFLECTED IN DIGITAL CODES 

2 ECTS

12 January–13 February, 2015
As digital technology has become an integral part of our culture, affecting all areas of our
communication, the course focuses on the interrelationship of human behaviour and digital
structure. In combining two methods, academic research and artistic practice, the course introduces
an experimental methodology, consisting of digital photography and/or video production.
Through digital codes, students will ref lect and expose invisible human behavioural patterns
based on academic theories or create new mechanical behavioural patterns. The interdisciplinary
methodology supports the f low of a complex interaction between the environment and the body
through our senses, thoughts and emotions. Through the process, theories can be placed in a
new context and academic arguments into a new perspective. The course provides insight into
the possibilities and restrictions involved in visualising human behaviour through digital codes.
By creating awareness of our behavioural patterns versus digital structure, the course’s aim is
to improve students’ understanding of how the relationship between human characteristics and
digital technology can be implemented as a basis for design.
Supervisor Hildur Inga Björnsdóttir

PERCEPTION AND CREATIVE PROCESS

4 ECTS

12 January–26 March, 2015
This course discusses the interplay of perception and knowledge and how these come together in
artistic practice. Perception is dependent upon our knowledge of what we perceive and the process
from an artist’s concept to the viewer’s perception and thought is used as a platform to map these
connections.
Supervisor Jóhannes Dagsson
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ARTISTIC RESEARCH AND REPRESENTATION

2 ECTS

January 14–February 11, 2015
In this course, the communication of research in art and design is discussed. The focus is on the
exploration and analysis of different ways to communicate research projects in artistic practice
and how that knowledge and insight, both premise and product of artistic practice, can be
communicated in different ways with research data in the form of talks, texts, drawings, images,
films, music, performance art and more. In this course, we seek to answer questions about the
purpose and aim of communicating research in the arts in ways other than works presented
and also about the importance of developing new ways for the communication of art research
processes, which rest on both knowledge of traditional methods within academic communities and
the creation of hitherto unknown ways.
Supervisor Aðalheiður L. Guðmundsdóttir and Jóhannes Dagsson.

Theory

BA theory, elective

ART AND IDENTITY

2 ECTS

January 12–March 26, 2015
The arts play a large role in creating both a cultural and national identity. It has been stated that art
is a ref lection of the identity of an individual or a society. This course seeks to ask whether this is
in fact the case and if the arts can and/or should be used to construct or reconstruct a notion of the
individual, society, or nation? During the course, students make two visits to the National Museum
of Iceland and attend lectures at the Department of Performing Arts, the department of Music, the
Department of Fine Art and the Department of Design and Architecture, which approach the topic
in various ways. Students also attend artistic productions of their own choice and on which they
base their assignments.
Supervisor Lóa Auðunsdóttir
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SKAPANDI SKRIF

2 ECTS

12 January–26 March, 2015
Language Icelandic
Markmið námskeiðisins er aukin gleði og öryggi við gerð texta af hvaða tagi sem er. Lítið er um
eiginlega kennslu eða fyrirlestra en því mun meira af umræðum og gagnrýni og stuðningi frá
hópnum. Í tímum er boðið upp á æfingar sem hreyfa við hugsun og geta nýst sem kveikjur að
skrifum en þess utan er ætlast til að hver og einn gefi sér klukkustund á dag til að vinna við texta,
hvort sem um er að ræða skáldsögu, smá- eða örsögu, kvikmyndahandrit, æviminningar, ljóð eða
einhverja blöndu af þessu. Þátttakendur þurfa að vera tilbúnir til að deila verkum sínum með
hinum og taka þátt í þeim umræðum sem skapast. Í lok námskeiðisins er þess vænst að nemendur
skili handriti, einu verki eða nokkrum smærri.
Umsjónarkennari Guðrún Eva Mínervudóttir

TYPE, MEDIA, AND POLITICS

2 ECTS

8 April–12 May, 2015
In this course, we find examples of type and writing being used to instil sociocultural changes and
deconstruct them. We study principal theories and examples of type as a medium and the resulting
socio-political inf luence. In parallel, we explore ideas about type as a means of communication by
looking at and collecting examples from various cultures, including theories on typography in the
context of the impersonal, corporate and global, in comparison to the social, individual and local.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir
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2ND YEAR

3RD SEMESTER

Artistic Practice
DESIGN TEAM III

10 ECTS

25 August–10 October, 2014
In the Design Team Studio (1st semester, 2nd semester, 3rd semester), students engage with
pressing contemporary issues and together define a project, through analysis and data gathering,
and work on a proposal that will transform the situation positively. The focus of the course is
on students developing the project, making a project plan and implementing ideas and design.
The project has to have an obvious social connection, it needs to be developed, implemented,
analysed and reassessed. The experience of the project process is disseminated and its inf luence
broadly assessed. In Design Team III, the focus is on collaboration. A team of students develops
independent or common project parts and design processes with a systematic vision and final
outcome in mind. The project finishes with an individual report where each student explains the
design process (textually and visually), places it in a wider context: social, cultural, political, artistic
and aesthetic. The outcome is then presented publicly at the en of the semester (exhibition) and
assessed by examiners.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir

INDIVIDUAL PROJECT III

10 ECTS

13 October–12 December, 2014
Individual Project is students’ independent project on which they work in collaboration and
consultation with the Research lab tutor (Typography and Communication; Visual Language
Analysis; Space Analysis). Students choose a subject or propose a subject in collaboration with
the tutor and the Research lab topics, define it and make a research plan. Students can submit a
proposal for a larger research project, divided into project parts stretching across three semesters,
its progress assessed in subsequent courses (Individual Project I, Individual Project II, Individual
Project III) or work on independent projects in each course.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir
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Theory

MA theory, mandatory

MA PROJECT: THESIS SEMINAR

8 ECTS

26 August–12 December, 2014
In the Thesis Seminar, we discuss the writing of academic texts and the integration of academic
texts and the writing of creative texts in the context of the MA project. We discuss the ideology of
projects and how this is communicated through text, as well as looking at different methods of
communication through text. Qualitative research methods are covered and we look at how the
research method suits each and every student. We also discuss promotion in relation to a design
project and the interaction of designers with the different readers of their work. Students also
receive training in literature search, documentation and academic working methods.
Supervisor Jan van Boeckel

DESIGN THINKING, PROCESS AND METHODS

2 ECTS

September 2–September 23, 2014
This course builds on the methodologies of Design Thinking, Start-up Lean and Creative
Leadership. In the course, the main concepts of these methodologies are introduced and how these
can be applied on the real endeavours of designers in society. The course is divided into living
lectures, studios and tests, where students work in teams and find and execute real projects, either
based on their own internal world or social need. The stages of Design Thinking are reviewed and
how these apply in an interdisciplinary approach with technology and business.
Supervisor Guðrún Lilja Gunnlaugsdóttir
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Theory

BA theory, elective

ART AND IDENTITY

August 26–October 28, 2014

2 ECTS

The arts play a large role in creating both cultural and national identity. It has been stated that art is
a ref lection of the identity of an individual or a society. This course seeks to answer whether this is
in fact the case and if the arts can and/or should be used to construct or reconstruct a notion of the
individual, society or nation? During the course, students make two visits to the National Museum
of Iceland and attend lectures at the Department of Performing Arts, the department of Music, the
Department of Fine Art and the Department of Design and Architecture, which approach the topic
in various ways. Students also attend artistic productions of their own choice and on which they
base their assignments.
Supervisor Magnús Þór Þórbergsson

BIO PARADIS (CINEMA)

2 ECTS

27 August–29 October, 2014
In this course, students get the opportunity to analyse films been judged internationally as being
of great quality, are regarded as key films, films that have created a name for themselves within
film history and are from various countries and diverse cultural environments. In this course, we
seek to view each film and explore its visual language, cinematography, director’s approach, stage
set, costumes, characterisation and editing. In addition, we discuss the films from the point of
view of symbolism, the processing of emotion and their social and sociological relationship to their
cultural environment.
Supervisor Oddný Sen

GENDER, ARTS AND CULTURE

2 ECTS

10 November–12 December, 2014
In this course, we look into the meaning of different femininities and masculinities, as well as
queer theory and gender bending. We explore feminist theories, queer theories and theories within
gender studies. How we experience life is largely inf luenced by our prescribed gender and sexual
orientation. But what is normative femininity? What is gender bending? How are we governed by
normative identities in society? What does the perfect body look like?
The reading material is largely based on selected book chapters and articles, as well as recent
research findings. The aim of the course is for students to become familiar with theories in gender
studies and queer studies, as well as feminist theories, and that they are able to use these theories
in their projects.
Supervisor Ásta Jóhannsdóttir
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2ND YEAR

4TH SEMESTER

Artistic
MA PROJECT: DESIGN WORK

20 ECTS

12 January–7 May, 2015
The subject of the MA project as a whole, Thesis and Design work, is based on the initiative of
the student. Here, his or her interests, feelings and intuition are paramount. A student defines
and structures the project’s design process in collaboration with tutors. The project must have
social context; local or international. It must be considered, contested, demonstrate relevant
technical abilities, aesthetic understanding and ethical awareness. The MA project may stem from
research, theory, and design work created in students’ Individual projects and or Design team.
The Design work must be comprehensive, demonstrate technical, aesthetic and ethical ability to
an international standard. Students perform situational analyses of projects, map and explain
available knowledge and questions about the subject. Independent working methods and research
underpin the work. Students make a project plan and project description and the work process
is documented, made visible and disseminated along with gathered data and theoretical context.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir
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Theory

MA theory, mandatory

DESIGN ANALYSIS MA

2 ECTS

8 April–12 May, 2015
The course is intended to strengthen the ideas and research underpinning students’ final projects.
There is a focus on independent working methods and students’ ability to continue to develop
and promote their projects. The aim of the course is to make the research and idea work behind
students’ final projects visible and to assist them in explaining their ideas and artistic practice in
an accessible and systematic way.
Supervisor TBA

MA PROJECT: FINAL THESIS

4 ECTS

January–February, 2015
The Final thesis course describes the students’ artistic vision and personal reasons, the project’s
relevant knowledge base, the design process and the appropriate wider context. The thesis is
6,000–10,000 words, excluding visual material or other research material relevant to the content.
The thesis should show how students understand certain theories, ideology, concepts and/or
methods and how they appliy these to their subject.
Supervisor Jan van Boeckel

Theory

MA theory, elective

HUMAN BEHAVIOUR REFLECTED IN DIGITAL CODES 

2 ECTS

12 January–13 February, 2015
As digital technology has become an integral part of our culture, affecting all areas of our
communication, this course focuses on the interrelationship of human behaviour and digital
structure. In combining two methods, academic research and artistic practice, the course introduces
an experimental methodology consisting of digital photography and/or video production. Through
digital codes, students ref lect and expose invisible human behavioural patterns based on academic
theories or create new mechanical behavioural patterns. The interdisciplinary methodology
supports the f low of a complex interaction between the environment and the body through our
senses, thoughts and emotions. Through the process, theories can be placed in a new context and
academic arguments into a new perspective. The course provides insight into the possibilities and
restrictions involved in visualising human behaviour through digital codes. By creating awareness
of our behavioural patterns versus digital structure, the course’s aim is to improve students’
understanding of how the relationship between human characteristics and digital technology can
be implemented as a basis for design.
Supervisor Hildur Inga Björnsdóttir
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Theory

MA theory, elective (Fine Art Dep.)

SOCIALLY ENGAGED ART – RESEARCH BASED ON
ART PRACTICE AND KNOWLEDGE

4 ECTS

January 13–February 25, 2015
Socially engaged art is a well-established form of art practice, hinging on artists’ interaction with
communities and audiences and an explicit, active relationship between art and society. The
course looks at some developments within social, engaged art, from Mierle Laderman Ukeles’
Touch Sanitation (1970–80) project to more contemporary works, such as Jeremy Deller’s Battle of
Orgreave (2001) and the recent works of Allora & Guillermo Calzadilla. The course explores how
ideas about the roles, places and audiences for art constitute the fabric of such practices and how
these factors coalesce around fieldwork, artistic research and the production of knowledge.
Supervisor Bryndís H. Snæbjörnsdóttir

THE WRITING WORKSHOP VISUAL-LANGUAGE

4 ECTS

January 16–March 27, 2015
This course is a collaboration between IAA students in Fine Art and Design and Creative Writing
students at the University of Iceland. Students work on texts and images of whatever kind and
the area of contact between visual and written language is explored. In the classes, exercises that
stir thinking are offered and these can be utilised to spark writing and the creation of works,
be it a novel, visual work, short or mini story, performance work, film script, memoir, poetry
etc. Participants have to be ready to share their work with others, work on collaborative projects
across artistic disciplines and be active in the emerging discussion. The course is taught at the IAA
Department of Fine Art.
Supervisors Haraldur Jónsson and Guðrún Eva Mínervudóttir
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Theory

BA theory, elective

ART AND IDENTITY

2 ECTS

12 January–26 March, 2015
The arts play a large role in creating both a cultural and national identity. It has been stated that
art is a ref lection of the identity of an individual or a society. This course seeks to answer whether
that is in fact the case and if the arts can and/or should be used to construct or reconstruct a notion
of the individual, society, or nation? During the course, students pay two visits to the National
Museum of Iceland and attend lectures at the Department of Performing Arts, the Department
of Music, the Department of Fine Art and the Department of Design and Architecture, which
approach the topic in various ways. Students also attend artistic productions of their own choice
and on which they base their assignments.
Supervisor Lóa Auðunsdóttir

SKAPANDI SKRIF
CREATIVE WRITING

2 ECTS

12 January–26 March, 2015
Language Icelandic
Markmið námskeiðisins er aukin gleði og öryggi við gerð texta af hvaða tagi sem er. Lítið er um
eiginlega kennslu eða fyrirlestra en því mun meira af umræðum og gagnrýni og stuðningi frá
hópnum. Í tímum er boðið upp á æfingar sem hreyfa við hugsun og geta nýst sem kveikjur að
skrifum en þess utan er ætlast til að hver og einn gefi sér klukkustund á dag til að vinna við texta,
hvort sem um er að ræða skáldsögu, smá- eða örsögu, kvikmyndahandrit, æviminningar, ljóð eða
einhverja blöndu af þessu. Þátttakendur þurfa að vera tilbúnir til að deila verkum sínum með
hinum og taka þátt í þeim umræðum sem skapast. Í lok námskeiðisins er þess vænst að nemendur
skili handriti, einu verki eða
Umsjónarkennari Guðrún Eva Mínervudóttir

TYPE, MEDIA, AND POLITICS

2 ECTS

12 January–13 February, 2015
In this course, we find examples of type and writing used to instil sociocultural changes and
deconstruct these. We study principal theories and examples of type as a medium and the resulting
socio-political inf luence. In parallel, we explore ideas about type as a means of communication by
looking at and collecting examples from various cultures, including theories on typography in the
context of the impersonal, corporate, and global, in comparison to the social, individual and local.
Supervisor Dóra Ísleifsdóttir		
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ASSESSMENT
A RELATIONAL ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
More information about the development of this assessment model can be found on: metadesigners.org/IcelandNew-Assessment-System. Courtesy of John Wood, Emeritus Professor of Design at Goldsmiths College, University
of London, IAA MA programme advisor, and Metadesigners.

This novel assessment system is intended to foster a more joined-up learning experience that gives
students more responsibility for directing their aims and achieving their goals. Instead of taking
the student’s studio work and essays as the central focus of assessment, this system records how
well students have managed their whole learning process. They are expected to map their role and
self-identity and to keep their own record of interests, ambitions, strategies, successes, failures and
what they have learned from these. The whole process is monitored, supervised and, ultimately,
assessed by staff, using a simplified, but comprehensive, model that maps four key considerations
and the six relationships that hold them together.
This assessment system offers a longer-term perspective (i.e. beyond the timescale of the
programme) in which risk taking is encouraged. It reminds students that their studies in the
MA programme may be their once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to undertake grand experiments.
It assumes that learning from failure is more important than succeeding using the most facile,
or conservative methods. By reducing the fear of immediate failure (grades) it seeks to enable
learners to be bolder, and more ambitious. It therefore suggests that examiners might want to be
less generous with students who opt for ‘quick-fix’ skills without ref lecting upon deeper issues.
It presents a larger-than-usual model of the design process and assesses how well the student
manages his, or her, development within it.
N.B. This academic year, 2014–2015 is a period of adjustment and transition in the implementation
of this assessment system. Tutors and examiners, may choose to give more weighting to some
criteria than others, according to the specific educational needs and aims of the relevant course/
assignment / project. Tutors may also use a wholly different set of criteria for assessment, and in
such instances will inform students at the beginning of a course/assignment/project).
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A LEARNER-CENTRED MODEL
In the MA Design programme it is each student’s responsibility to provide explicit evidence for
his, or her, level of self-awareness, ‘client empathy’, motivation, predilections, cognitive style,
learning strategies, etc. Making students responsible for more of their learning process is intended
to encourage them to identify and to manage their limitations and strengths. This also helps them
to identify, and to work with, other specialists, whose capabilities and interests are complementary
with their own.
Some advantages of this approach
1. It encourages more self-ref lexive awareness.
2. It encourages entrepreneurial resourcefulness.
3. It makes ethical aspects of practice more visible and assessable.
4. Its learner-specific nature makes plagiarism virtually impossible.
5. It encourages a more realistic (professional) approach to practice.
6. It encourages students to be more ambitious without fear of losing marks.
7. It relieves examiners from making ‘absolute’ quality judgements on coursework.
8. It encourages a stronger sense of student self-identity (individually & professionally).

THE STUDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
From the learner’s point of view, assessment derives from how well he, or she, has aligned herself
with four interdependent factors that s/he chose and managed in his, or her, own way. In generic
terms, these can be imagined as:
A = Me, and who I want to become
B = My work and ideas
C = The bigger context for A, B and D
D = My work’s current intended user
1 to 6 = Each of the relations between A to D

THE ACADEMY’S PERSPECTIVE
Academic examiners and tutors evaluating a student’s work are be asked to evaluate how well the
student explained and showed how he, or she, has managed the four factors:
A = How well the student managed her self-identity & effectiveness (etc.) as a designer
B = The studentʼs ideas, research, studio output and essays
C = 	What the student deems to be the philosophical, ethical, environmental and professional,
context behind A, B and D
D = 	
The student’s nominated (or potential) mentor/s, collaborator/s, stakeholder/s, funder/s
or employers.
1 to 6 = Each of the relations between A to D
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Assessment is based on the student’s creation and development of ‘players’ and how well he / she
has managed the relations between them The student’s presentation of his, or her, creation of, and
understanding of, the 10 elements (A, B, C and D and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6) becomes the main basis upon
which grades are awarded.
THE 4 KEY ‘PLAYERS’
A = THE LEARNER as private citizen /
masters student / future professional
designer

THEIR 6 RELATIONS

1 = THE LEARNER’S ENGAGEMENT
WITH HIS/HER WORK (A relating to
B) – including finding his/her purpose /
element / studentship / style / approach
etc.
B = THE SUBMITTED WORK as portfolio
2 = THE LEARNER’S ENGAGEMENT WITH
/ texts / reports that clearly include
THE WORLD (A relating to C) – including
reference to A / C / D
curiosity management / ethics / selfidentity / resourcefulness
C = THE WORLD including what we owe to 3 = THE WORK’S DEPTH & RELEVANCE
it & what it can offer us as a resource
(B relating to C) – including its possible
environmental, social, cultural effects and
impact, within/beyond the brief
D = INTENDED RECIPIENT e.g. mentor /
4 = THE LEARNER’S DEALINGS WITH THE
collaborator / nominated ‘reader’ / ‘client’ RECIPIENT (A relating to D) – including
/ ‘end user’
level of empathy shown / communication
skills / diplomacy / ingenuity
5 = EMPATHY WITH THE RECIPIENT
(C relating to D) – including creative
opportunism / ability to show new
perspectives or opportunities to another
6 = ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS (B
relating to D) – including creative
opportunism / ability to interest another
in a new worldview, perspective or
opportunity
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1ST YEAR
LEARNING AS A CITIZEN
Assessment is different in the 1st and 2nd year of the course. This ensures that students have an
extended opportunity to interrogate their personal values and ethical beliefs before they enter a
more directed ‘professional’ phase in year two. First year students would be asked to identify a
personal, and ambitious (intellectually and imaginatively) context for their assessment. This is
intended to encourage big thinking that will inform their later, more professional, approach. It
would give them a year in which to get more in touch with, their personal tastes and ethical values.
This enhanced awareness would form the basis of how they choose a clearer professional role (at
least) by the beginning of year two.

MENTOR

D
5
CONTEXT

3
6

C
B

DESIGN
WORK

4

2

A

1

STUDENT

For example:
• Students are encouraged to identify themselves as private citizens, rather than as professional
designers
• Students are encouraged to have regular meetings with appropriate mentors. A mentor is
chosen in negotiation with the student’s tutor, or programme director. This should be someone
who is willing and able to act as a ‘sounding board’ for ideas and progress options. Examples
include:
• A peer (student from same cohort)
• A second year student
• A sympathetic visiting tutor
• A slightly more experienced designer
• First year students may be encouraged to define their context as everything that is not the
project in question
• This would encourage the student to look for a contextual background that is big enough,
extravagant enough, or imaginative enough to accommodate their current interests, no
matter how idiosyncratic, or strange, they may be
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6

B with D
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ASSESSABLE CRITERIA
How well did I show that I self-reflexively
understand, and can develop and manage,
my personal interests, capabilities, career
aspirations, ethical values, intellectual curiosity,
style of thinking and working?
How well did I show that I have developed my
submitted coursework sufficiently that it will
make sense within its own terms? For example,
does it communicate its effectiveness to others
on the basis of its clarity of purpose, usability,
aesthetic appeal and/or (in the case of written
work) argumentation and research?
How well did I show that my chosen context is
sufficiently comprehensive and appropriate to
makes sense within its own terms? For example,
does it seem sensible/appropriate/obvious to
all?
How well did I show that I have adequately
learned from, and about, my mentor? For
example, has he, or she, helped me to improve?
Also, have I managed to impress, assist, or
contribute something relevant to him, or her?
ASSESSABLE CRITERIA
How well did I show that I have managed my
personal capabilities, aspirations, values,
interests, curiosity, style of thinking and working
with what I have achieved in my coursework?
How well did I show that my aspirations, values,
interests, curiosity, style of thinking and
working is relevant to the background context
I have defined for it? For example, did it give
me an adequate basis for considering ethical,
environmental, political and entrepreneurial
aspects of my work?
How well did I show that my practical
coursework, ideas and essays, etc. is relevant to
the background context I have defined for it?
How well did I show that I can relate to,
empathise with, and work with, a mentor who
is reasonably relevant to my capabilities,
aspirations, values, interests, curiosity, style of
thinking and working?
How well did I show that I understand my
mentor’s perception of a context for the work
I am doing?
How well did I show that I understand how useful
my mentor would find the work I am doing?

2ND YEAR
TOWARDS A MORE PROFESSIONAL CRITERIA
Assessment in second year acknowledges continuity with the first year. All being well, second
year students should have already achieved a significant level of personal self-awareness and the
willingness to apply radical thinking, social and environmentally responsible thinking to their
project work. In comparison with the first year assessment, the second year process would normally
encourage a clearer professional context for student work. While it would acknowledge continuity
with the personal self-development accomplished in year one, the assessment system is designed
to reward students for working within a more pragmatic framework of learning. For example, the
student might choose to establish a specific professional framework that, not only, matches his,
or her, aims and aspirations but, also, demonstrates a realistic grasp of the practicalities involved.

RECIPIENT

D
5
CONTEXT

3
6

C
B

MY
WORK

4

2

A

1

PROFESSIONAL SELF

For example:
• Students are encouraged to aspire to, and develop, a professional role that suits their interests,
career aspirations and capabilities.
• Students are encouraged to develop his, or her, coursework in such a way that it is appropriate
to his, or her, interests and ambitions.
• Students are encouraged to choose a suitable recipient (reader / client / agent, etc.) for the
design ideas, submitted texts and completed project work. This person is be chosen in
negotiation with the student’s tutor, or programme director. He, or she, should be someone
who is less aware of the coursework and/or texts in question, and/or might benefit from them,
and/or has a practical need for its outcome/s. Examples include:
• A potential client, who might, one day, wish to make use of the student’s services.
• Someone who is currently unaware of the student’s findings and, or, capabilities and is
genuinely interested in them.
• A possible, or desirable, employer for the student, once he, or she, has graduated.
• Someone who, through their status or power, might (hypothetically) be in a position to assist
the student and, or her work, either with funding or with other resources or support.
• Second year students may like to define their context as a narrower, more specific and,
pragmatic background for their coursework in question.
• This would encourage the student to develop his, or her, work in a way that might be helpful
to subsequent activities in the professional domain.
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KEY

FOCUS

PLAYER

ASSESSABLE CRITERIA

A

Me

Professional
self

How well did I show that I have learned
from my work in year one, and have
been working towards becoming an effective and responsible professional?

B

My work

What I produced

How well did I show that I have developed my submitted coursework
sufficiently that it will make sense
within its own terms? For example,
does it communicate its effectiveness
to others on the basis of its clarity of
purpose, usability, aesthetic appeal
and/or (in the case of written work)
argumentation and research?

C

Context

Background

How well did I show that my grasp of
the bigger picture is sufficiently comprehensive and appropriate to makes
sense within its own terms? For example, did it give me an adequate basis
for considering ethical, environmental,
political and entrepreneurial aspects
of my work?

D

Recipient

Who was it
for

How well did I show that I found a
suitable person to act as a recipient
for my work and ideas? For example,
did directing my efforts to him, or her,
make sense for both of us? Did my recommendations and, or design works,
impress, assist, or contribute something relevant to him, or her?
Continue opposite page ▸
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KEY

RELATION

INTERPRETATION

ASSESSABLE CRITERIA

1

A with B

In my element

How well did I show that I have acquired a suitable professional role for
myself? Also, how well does it match
my personal capabilities, aspirations,
values, interests, curiosity, style of
thinking and ways of working?

2

A with C

Depth

How well did I show that I have thought
about a context that is relevant to my
personal interests, yet is not too big
or ambitious as to hamper my professional development?

3

B with C

Breadth

How well did I show that I am exploring and thinking about a background
context that is relevant to my practical
coursework, ideas and essays, etc.?

4

A with D

Rapport

How well did I show that I can relate
to, empathise with, and work with, a
mentor who is reasonably relevant to
my capabilities, aspirations, values,
interests, curiosity, style of thinking
and working?

5

C with D

Empathy

How well did I show that I can understand my recipient’s (i.e. client’s, or
reader’s) perception of the context of
my work?

6

B with D

Entrepreneurship

How well did I show that I can understand how interesting, effective, valuable and, or, useful my recipient (e.g.
client or reader) would find the work I
am doing?
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